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Spin -wave theory is used to calculate the imaginary part of the transverse magnetic suscep
tibility of a ferromagnetic dielectric. 

WE have previously studied the nonresonance ab
sorption of alternating magnetic field energy by a 
ferromagnetic dielectric, with the field in the direc
tion of easy magnetization.1 The present paper dis
cusses the analogous problem for a field perpendicu
lar to the direction of easy magnetization. Unlike 
the case of the "longitudinal" field (in the direction 
of easy magnetization), the energy of the "trans
verse" field can be absorbed even when dissipative 
processes are absent if the field frequency coin
cides with that of ferromagnetic resonance. We 
shall not consider ferromagnetic resonance and 
the associated questions such as the shape of the 
absorption line. Our results therefore pertain 
basically to frequencies far from resonance. 

The dissipative processes associated with en
ergy absorption result from the interaction be
tween the magnetic field and spin waves. As pre
viously, 1 we shall assume saturation magnetization 
of the ferromagnetic dielectric at a given tempera
ture (T «®c). The sample is thus a single do
main and is also assumed to be of sufficient purity 
for the disregard of impurities. 

1. The Hamiltonian of the ferromagnet in an 
alternating magnetic field h is 

ie = :ifo + ieint. ieint = - ~ Mh dv, (1) 

where JC0 is the part of the Hamiltonian which does 
not contain the alternating magnetic field. 

Let the field h be monochromatic and polarized 
circularly in a plane perpendicular to the easy mag
netization axis, which is the direction of the static 
field H0(0, 0, H0 ): 

hx = h0 cos (wt- kr), 

hu=h0 sin(wt-kr), k=wlc. (2) 

Introducing the operators a and a* through 
the formulas 2•3 

A1+ = Mx + iMy = (2[LM0)'1•a• ( 1 - [.La* a I 2M0)'1•, 

10- = Mx- iMy = (2[LM0)'1' ( 1 -[La* a I 2M0 )'1'a (3) 

and expanding the radicals in powers of a *a, we 
obtain, up to third-order terms, 

ieint =-f (2[LM0)'1' ~ (a*h- + ah+) dv 

+ 8~0 (2[LM0)'1• ~ (a*a*ah- + a*aah+) dv, (4) 

where 

The first integral in the interaction Hamiltonian 
(4) describes resonance absorption of the magnetic 
field since it represents the excitation of a spin 
wave with crystal quasimomentum nk and energy 
nw. As already mentioned, this process will not be 
considered here. We confine our attention to the 
second integral in (4). 

When the temperature T is higher than the 
characteristic temperature of magnetic interaction 
27rJ..LMo "' 1 o K we can neglect the magnetic interac
tion energy in the unperturbed part JC0 of the Ham
iltonian compared with the exchange energy. 2•3 We 
know that in this case 

_ 1 ~ ikAr * _ 1 '-' • -ikAr 
a - v't, ~ aAP , a - v't, ..:::.J a),e , 

A A 

(5) 

where a~ and aA. are the creation and annihilation 
operators of the spin wave with quasimomentum 
tikA_. 

Substituting (5) in (4), we obtain 

' p.ho (2p.Mo)'1• ·wt 'V * :Jeint= SMo -V- e' L.J at.A.~.av --r- c.c. (k1, + k 1.~. = kv + k). 
A/.LV (6) 

It thus appears that the nonresonance absorption of 
magnetic field energy is associated with the pro
duction of two spin waves through the "collision" 
of a photon with a spin wave. Photon absorption 
is also possible in the following perturbation ap
proximations through processes in which a larger 
number of spin waves participate. The most im
portant of these processes is of the fifth order in 
the operators aA. and a~, and occurs in the sec-
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ond perturbation approximation because of exchange- (10) and (11) thus determine the absorption coeffi-
interaction terms in :k0 which are of the fourth cient r at all frequencies. 
order in aA. and a~ and because of the resonance Our study is subject to a high-frequency condi-
term in (4). Although the photon absorption proba- tion (tiw « ®c), since we are using the dispersion 
bility due to this process contains as a factor the law (8), which is valid only at low energies ( E;>t 
large constant of the exchange interaction, its im- « ®c), and it follows from energy conservation 
portance is reduced by the high power of the tern- that tiw = E;>t + Ep,- Ev· 
perature (the number of spin waves being propor- The wave vector k of the magnetic field is 
tional to T312 ). Therefore the process under con- practically always small compared with the 
sideration plays the principal part at some not too wave vector of the spin wave, and can be neg-
low temperature. In accordance with (6) the prob- lected. When the summation in (10) is changed 
ability for this process is to integration over all angles we obtain 

(7) 

where nA. is a spin -wave occupation number and 

6 (k) == {1 for k = o, 
o for k7"=0; 

E;>t is the energy of the spin wave with the wave 
vector kA.. For ®c » T » 27rp,M0 we have 

(8) 

{3 being the anisotropy constant. (8) is also valid' 
for He » 27l"Mo at all low temperatures. 

The magnetic energy absorption coefficient is 

I h2 
l'=Q I 8-~ V, 

J •w 

where Q is the amount of energy absorbed per 
second in the entire volume: 

From (7) and (9) we obtain 

(9) 

r = ~ ~~ ~ (n1.np.- n1.nv- np.nv- nv) 0 (s1. <- 81-'- Sv -/iw) 
),(J.V 

(10) 

When the frequency of the field h is large com
pared with the reciprocal of the spin-wave relaxa
tion time the nA. in (10) may reasonably be re
garded as equilibrium Bose functions: 

(11) 

The frequency limitation does not apply to the case 
under consideration since the field h, which is 
perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic moment 
of the ferromagnet, appears quadratically in the 
expression for the spin -wave energy.* Therefore 
the distribution function of nA_ ( nA. "' E A. ) is not 
affected in the approximation which is linear in h. 

*For wr « 1, where r is the relaxation time, we can con
sider quasi-static energy levels of the spin waves.' 

(12) 

where 

v = hwjT, 

and I ( 7J, v) is defined by 

\\ ex+y dxdy 
I('~',, v) = J J (ex -1) (eY -1) (ex+y-v -1) ' 

(13) 

with the region of integration given by the inequali
ties 

(v- "'J) 2 < 4 (x- 'f/) (y- "'J), X>"fJ, y > "i· (14) 

Performing a single integration in (13) in accord
ance with (14), we can represent I (7], v) by 

co 

/('Yt,v)=\ eY lnexp{·~+('t)-v)2/4(y-·~)}-ldy. 
J(eY -1) (1- eY-v) exp{'Y) +('Yl- v)2/4(y- ·~)}-ev-y 
-~ 

(13') 

2. We now compute (13) (or (13')) in the differ
ent limiting cases. 

Low frequencies (v « 1, 7]). In (13') v can 
now be s.et equal to zero. Introducing the new 
variable z = y/1], we obtain 

00 7' (' e" 2 I exp{r.[1+14(z-1)]}-c-«d 
/("fJ, O)="'Jt (e""z-1)" n exp{·r,[1+1'4(z-1)]l-l (~·5 ) 

(15) will now be integrated for large and small 
values of He (7] « 1, 1J » 1 ). 

a) 17 « 1. Expanding all exponentials in powers 
of 7J, we obtain after integration 

4 { - ') l ') l 
1 ("'J. O) ~ ,;- In (2 + V 3)- ,-,___In 21 :::::: -V· ,-- . 

r.r3 l3 r. J 
(16) 

b) 17 » 1. The argument of the logarithm is now 
expanded about unity, from which it differs very 
little, yielding the following approximate expres
sion for (15): 

I (T,, 0) ~ T,e-~ 'f exp {- 'lj [Y .J ~1)]1 dy. J ·1 I,Y -- ) 
0 

The method of steepest descents easily leads to 
the result 
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(17) 

Resonance frequency ( v = 11 ). At 'liw = tLHe the 
absorption is mainly of resonance character. Cal
culations are shown here only for the purpose of 
estimating the contribution of nonresonance ab
sorption near resonance. 

At v = 11 we easily obtain from (13'): 

00 eY 1- e-~ 
I(TJ Yi) = \' ln--dy. 

1' 1 ~ (eY- 1)(1- eY ~) 1 - e -y 

a) 11 = 1. When, as previously, we make the 
substitution y = 11z and expand the exponentials 
in powers of 11. we obtain 

00 

1 \' zdz r. 2 
I(7J,-rj)~- J -- =~· 

7Joez-1 r, 
(18) 

After a single integration and expansion of the 
logarithm about unity, the method of steepest de
scents yields 

(22) 

3. Using the asymptotic values of I ( 11, v ) , we 
derive the following values of the absorption coef
ficient. For tLHe « T: 

(liw ~ p.H, ~ T), 

(liw = p.H, ~ T), 

(liw ~T ~ p.H,). 

b) 11 » 1. After expansion of the logarithm about For 1-LHe » T: 
unity we obtain 

(19) 

High frequencies. High frequencies are under
stood to be those which are high compared with at 
least one of the frequencies T/'li or 1-LHe /n, but 
small compared with ®c /n. 

a) 1 » v » 11· We may substitute 11 = 0 in (13'). 
Substituting the new variable z = y/v and expand
ing the exponentials in powers of v, we obtain 

I (O v) ~ 3._ ~ In [2z -1[ dz = 3<e2 

' ~,.) z(z-1) ~ov· 
(20) 

0 

b) v » 1 » 11· It is now more convenient to use 
(13) for I ( 11· v ). Substituting 11 = 0, we find that 
for v » 1 most of the integral comes from the 
region of integration about the point with the coor
dinates x = y = v/2. We can therefore neglect 
unity compared with eX and eY. We thus have 

I (0 v) ~ \(' dx dy 
' .) ) ex+u v -1 

( 4xy ;> v2 ; x > 0, y > 0). 

After integrating once we have 
00 

I (0, ~) •::::::- ~ ln [1- exp {- (v-~x)z}]dx. 
0 

Taking v » 1 into account, we obtain 

-
00~ z'l• dz -v·"', I (0, v) ~ V2·1 -z- = ce;2) -2 • 

e -1 
(21) 

0 

c) 11 » v » 1. The asymptotic value (13') now 
does not differ from its value for 11 » 1 at low 
frequencies [ see Eq. (1 7)]. 

d) v » 11 » 1. We again use (13) for I ( 11. v). 
Since 11 » 1 while x, y > 11. we have 

I I dx dl} 
I (71, '1) ~.).) e-'' v-·;=-1' 

x > -r1, y > -~-

w u:2liw f:~H,T { 3p.H,} 
r~ ~·~····>-''· Me2 }/ - 82 exp ---;y- (liw~T<r:~.H,), .... _ t _.. p.. 0 c c 

(liw ~ p.H, ~ T). 

With the absorption coefficient T known, the dis
persion equation for a circularly polarized electro
magnetic wave can be used to determine the imagi
nary part of the transverse magnetic susceptibility 

p.:=p.~f/fJ), 

where I-Ll is the real part of the magnetic suscep
tibility. At low frequencies ( w « gBe ) we have 
I-Ll= Be /He, where Be = He + 47rM0; at high fre
quencies ( w » gBe) the result is 1-Li = 1. 

An estimate of I-Ll near resonance shows that 
nonresonance absorption is entirely negligible in 
this region, while it evidently plays an important 
part far from resonance. 
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preciation to A. I. Akhiezer and V. G. Bar'yakhtar 
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